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Opening session 

Introduction 

• Roberta dall'Olio, President of EURADA 

 

Keynote speech 

• Natalia Martínez Páramo, EASME - European Commission 

Warm welcome from Roberta DALL’OLIO (President of EURADA) who praised the OaSIS project 
as forward-looking initiative best exploiting data mining so as to help policymakers and regional 
practitioners make right decisions and adjust these according to emerging needs of territories. 
New technologies such as this one are key for development agencies to make the economy of 
European territories economically competitive. The project results of OaSIS are like having a 
“crystal sphere” to predict the future helping development agencies work better. 

Natalia Martinez PARAMO (HoU – EASME), thanks to EURADA for the invitation to the final 
conference. New methodologies of SMEs segmentation will help EC and national and regional 
governments to help design and implement innovation support measure. Complementarity 
among various levels is necessary to ensure economic growth, the EC is working on these multi-
level structure, whereby segmentation contributes to more-tailored instruments of support. 
EASME is responsible of grants and services in area of innovation and SMEs support such as the 
Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs, Third-Party Financing, EIC Accelerator, IP Helpdesks, 
Enterprise Europe Network among the others. EC also managed to combine grants and equities 
in the frame of efforts to ensure blending finance instruments. It is fundamental for development 
agencies to share best practices also among segmentations for the benefit of SMEs. A final sincere 
thank you for the work of OaSIS  
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How to Identify Fast-Growing 
Enterprises 

 

Speakers 

• Jakub Kruszelnicki, Cracow University of Technology - OaSIS Project Coordinator 
• Piotr Ciochon, Cracow University of Technology 
• Mikolaj Golunski, Cracow University of Technology 

Download Presentation 

 

OaSIS Project Coordinator Jakub KRUSZELNICKI, from the Cracow University of Technology, briefly 

described the project and its achievements during these last two years. He highlighted the 

involvement with OaSIS of many Regional Development Agencies all over Europe, with individual 

follow ups and information campaigns. The project engaged these RDAs with a first round of 

Skype videoconferences with several dozens of them, while finally 18 RDAs applied to the call. 

From those interested, 9 third-party partnerships were signed, which implied the provision of the 

databases of SMEs of their region to the project for research purposes in order to develop the 

OaSIS Portal tool. OaSIS aimed at working in a collaborative way with the regional administrations, 

holding interviews in the RDAs offices and helping them collect data for the consortium. OaSIS 

project finalised with a partnership of 14 RDAs of different types of collaboration, fostering peer 

learning through experience. 

Piotr CIOCHON and Mikolaj GOLUNSKI, both from Cracow University of Technology, presented an 

analysis of data collected in the framework of the OaSIS project. This analysis shows how the real 

support from the RDAs (grants, patents, training etc.) affected SMEs performances through many 

years. In order to do so, they developed an OaSIS segmentation algorithm composed of several 

phases, from language process to unification of sources, from statistical analysis to creation of 

graphs and textual output. With this information they conducted a study on how SMEs grow in 

different regions across Europe, according with their distribution and turnover. They highlighted 

a significant creation and dissolution of new SME across the time considered; some SMEs grew 

very fast while others failed and disappeared after a short time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_a34dd4eab6834957978972627938e18e.pdf
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Software Tools to Enhance Client 
Segmentation 
 

Speakers 

• Manuel Noya, Linknovate 
• Gustavo Viqueira, Linknovate 

Download Presentation 

Manuel NOYA, from Linknovate, a Spanish start-up specialised in software development and part 

of the OaSIS consortium, presented SMEs as an economic force. They need 2 instruments to be 

more innovative: efficiency and optimization. 

Thanks to the support provided to SMEs by regional administrations, RDAs have the potential to 

be catalysers of change. They have or could have the right structured data required by SMEs.  

Companies right now lives less than 20 years, while during the 60s they were living more than 30 

years. This great difference is due to important changes in the globalized market, which presents 

an explosion on the amount of acquisitions of old companies in recent years. 

Regarding OaSIS project, Linknovate collected a vast amount of data regarding SMEs 

(conferences, publications, appearances in relevant news, trademarks and patents, etc).  

They developed a tool to discover high revenue SMEs in just one click by checking 2 parameters: 

revenue growth and number of employee’s growth. They also checked the data from the 

European Commission coming from the Eye@RIS3: Innovation Priorities in Europe platform 

developed by the JRC, to link the SMEs indexed with the RIS3 strategy of every region.  

Noya finished with an interesting comparison of SMEs supported and not supported by RDAs in a 

particular RIS3 topic. The SMEs supported by RDAs show bigger revenues and growth if compared 

with non-supported RDAs. We can conclude that RDAs are playing a crucial role in the regional 

economic development, and OaSIS is designed to be a tool for RDAs to better help SMEs at 

regional level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_04138a6fd3004c26a0be6aca7161fbb9.pdf
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Practical Guidelines in RDA 
Segmentation & Innovation 

 

•Moderated by Antoni Pastor, EURADA 

Representatives of 7 RDAs that were part of the OaSIS project as third parties shared their best 
practices on SME segmentation and innovation support: 

• ARAGÓN: Joaquín Crespo, Aragonese Development Insitute 

Download Presentation 

Joaquín CRESPO introduced to the audience the region of Aragon (Spain), one of the two pilot 

regions within the OaSIS project. The RDA of Aragon has as main objective the promotion of 

territorial development and the improvement and increase of economic productivity. It has four 

operational departments: business units (formality, legal forms, strategic aspects of supporting 

set-up of businesses and leadership), economic promotion unit (proposals, based Teruel: 

depopulated territory) R&I unit (incubators, technology parks, thematic parks) to promote the 

region’s infrastructural development. The region uses the “Apostle model” to segment and 

understand better their client’s loyalty. Segmentation is the best way to understand the impact 

of their action. Many times, market segmentation is not done before assessing developmental 

needs of a region, and for that reason many S3 are flawed. 

• WESER-EMS: Daniel Kipp, Dieter Meyer Consulting 

Download Presentation 

Daniel KIPP introduced the other pilot region, Weser Ems in Lower Saxony (Germany). He 

showcased the services his company provides to SMEs in that region regarding product 

development (supporting new products and processes), innovation management (making 

information available concerning state of the art and market opportunities of innovation), 

networks (arranging contacts with experts from universities and research institutions), funding 

(supporting SME applications for funding for innovation projects), and strategic consulting. In 

brief, Dieter Meyer Consulting supports the strategic implementation of innovations in Lower 

Saxony. 

• GABROVO: Desislava Koleva, Municipality of Gabrovo 

Download Presentation 

Desislava KOLEVA presented the detailed characteristics of the Municipality of Gabrovo 

(Bulgaria), where manufacturing is the most important sector. The structure of their economy 

includes a very good technical university focused on mechatronics and robotics. Gabrovo long-

term vision aims to animate the local innovation ecosystem involving different stakeholders from 

business community, NGOs and educational system, encouraging the collaboration between 

https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_29ba2c3c65ee4fae9eafd714448d970d.pdf
https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_f93575bc35ae4fdca26dad185e4834f3.pdf
https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_96b74188b6384dd6b2f2ef1e215491e6.pdf
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business and education, in order to improve business environment and to stimulate innovations 

in the territory. Koleva finished by presenting a live demonstration of Gabrovo’s GIS Economic 

Layer: The most important feature of the tool is that it includes all relevant parameters to 

describe the companies that have activity in Gabrovo. It mainly focuses on supporting innovation 

in the strategic sectors the local government previously identified. 

• SISAK-MOSLAVINA: Tomislav Plesec, SI-MO-RA 

Download Presentation 

Tomislav PLESEC presented Sisak-Moslavina county (Croatia). He introduced SIMORA, the 

regional development agency, which aims to stop brain drain and educating young people in 

several sectors, like on how to develop videogames. Regarding this strategy, 25 start-ups came 

to their regional incubator, all established by young people. Regarding segmentation, SIMORA 

has a different approach to other RDAs, as they segment by sector, geographic location, turnover 

or number of employees. Regarding innovation support, Plesec finally promoted their “SMC – 

centre of gaming industry” initiative and how the government gives incentives regarding 

innovation and gaming. 

• BURSA: Yasin Dalgıç, BEBKA Development Agency 

Download Presentation 

Yasin DALGIC introduced Bursa’s Regional Development Agency (BEBKA), the RDA from the 4th 

city in Turkey. The main manufacturing industries in the region are automotive, textile, 

machinery, furniture, aviation, rail systems, ceramics and natural stone. It is also important in 

R&D centres, industrial zones. The RDA operates in a systematic way, focusing specially in three 

areas (result-oriented programmes): Innovation Based Sectoral Transformation, Transition to 

Sustainable Production and Developing Entrepreneurship Ecosystem. 

Regarding best practices in segmentation, BEBKA classifies the enterprises according to the 

number of employees and total sales and the specific areas and cluster membership. They haven’t 

provided an impact analysis yet, but a new program as such is highly demanded. 

Dalgic presented SeedUp, an innovation-based entrepreneurship program. BEBKA is the designer 

and financing institution of the program, while Bursa TTO is the implementor. The Turkish 

employment agency is a supporter and the SMEs Development Organisation provides the 

certification. There are three steps in the program: Applications, Mentorships and Demoday. It 

has been operating for seven months. The financial support was a small amount: 17.000€, 

nevertheless, the companies that subscribed to the program have produced 30.000€ in 

turnovers. 

Dalgic concluded with other innovation support measures, such as their call for projects related 

with the RIS3 since 2016, a guided project support which takes the most important part from the 

budget and TechUp, a technology-based innovation programme designed to support small but 

promising SMEs. 

• EAST MARMARA: Hüseyin Özgür Ünsal, MARKA Development Agency 

Download Presentation 

https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_47a68ddd8ae04178804918020e981551.pdf
https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_5f42b330038c42879f29fb259295896f.pdf
https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_103888476dda475086d77c319419a002.pdf
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Huseyin OZGUR from MARKA RDA presented the TR42 Kocaeli Sub-region. Made up of 5 

provinces, the East Marmara Development Agency is located is its capital, Kocaeli. It has an 

important strategic value, as it connects Istanbul and Ankara. The internal organisation is very 

similar to the other RDAs in Turkey, acting as a private entity concerning any activity not regulated 

by the respective legislation governing RDAs and also as an intermediary to foster a structured 

partnership among state institutions, local authorities, private sector, NGOs, universities etc. 

They were conducting post-project impact assessment 5 years after the year a call was launched; 

however, with the impulse MARKA got from the OaSIS project, they are now following each 

funded SME’s change in corporate title and legal status as well as transfer of shares, bankruptcy 

and liquidation, change in locations, change in annual staff size, awards won in competitions and 

R&D and/or Design Centres set up. 

Post-project impact assessment depends on declaration of the beneficiary of the Agency funding; 

on the other hand, the above quoted data is based on hard evidence and it is verifiable. MARKA 

also  manages other innovation programmes, such as InnoTEAM, spanning the tasks of evaluating, 

benchmarking and improving innovation management capacities of businesses based in Kocaeli 

Sub-Region; and InnoHABITS, a multipartner project funded under the ERASMUS+ programme, 

gathering nine organizations from five countries led by EMDA. 

• MIDDLE BLACK SEA: Ibrahim Ethem Sahin, OKA Development Agency 

Download Presentation 

İbrahim Ethem ŞAHIN showcased several facts and figures about the region and the RDA, like its 

important technology development hub: several universities, medical services cluster, four ports, 

tourism destination or how it supports the economic, social and cultural development of the 

region. OKA is focused in several sectors: tourism; exports and investment management; capacity 

building; social innovation; health industry. They have also participated in many joint projects 

with the EU. 

Currently, they’re trying to segment their SMEs by asking who, with whom, how much, when, and 

where for the investment proposals. The idea is creating smooth ways of doing new investments, 

boosting economies, creating jobs and welfare for the people. 

OKA’s Regional Competitiveness centre promotes data gathering, 1to1 analysis, strategy 

development and aftercare support. Export driven economic growth. Encouraging companies to 

make a bigger investment in the market. 

From the project OaSIS Sahin highlighted how priorities are shifting from “competitiveness” to 

“innovation”; how a proactive touch on SMEs is becoming vitally important, the need to focus 

activities incentives to the promotion of investments, and that SME-oriented grant schemes are 

more effective and have positive externalities. 

 

 

 

 

https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_d923a76159424b1c86a85370bbad5ff8.pdf
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Interesting Opportunities: 
Blending Public-Private Sectors 

 

• Avital Vallois, Account Manager at Sindup 

Download Presentation 

Avital Vallois (Sindup) presented a very helpful tool on how to transform gathered data into useful 

outputs. Sindup collects data regarding the competitive environment to “make the right decision 

at the right time”. For this purpose, it segments so-called “events” (new appointments, 

publication of call for tenders…). In other words, anything that could have an impact in the 

territory (automation of process for example).  

The main source of its survey are the public webs, but also some information gathered on the 

field. The key for their work is to define which topics are worth monitoring, as Sindup transforms 

information into a valuable resource. After the data collect, the AI facilitates the decision making. 

The main objective of the platform is to help companies to maintain competitive advantage. For 

this reason, Vallois highlighted the importance of data sharing, as that those who share 

intelligence daily are 84% more likely to see a revenue increase than those who share intelligence 

on an ad-hoc basis. 

• Gert-Jan Mattens, Manager at Bureau van Dijk 

Download Presentation 

Gert Jan Mattens (Bureau van Dijk) held a presentation about the work of Bureau van Dijk 

collecting data, and the use they made of it. He explained how their featured tool, Orbis, works. 

The tool is useful to find all relevant financial information regarding companies and compare 

them. It is possible to use their platform as a browser of companies, classifying them regarding 

different categories. For example, it shows the owners of a certain company, being able to track 

the full chain of participants in the company’s capital (useful to know if it hides part of its capital 

in a tax haven or is owned ultimately by a particular company or country). 

Mattens also presented Orbis Intellectual Property, aimed at tracking patents and licenses. They 

manage the segmentation of different types of agreements in terms of intellectual property, 

identifying what’s valuable. The application could help to find out which market could be good 

for a certain technology. He finally presented Orbis Crossborder Investment, which tracks both 

forms of equity cross-border investment (Greenfield FDI projects and Mergers & Acquisitions). 

 

 

 

 

https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_ee854c14448e428a8972224f1d4da88c.pdf
https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_20e00e2d581e4c128956e251f3e84d3d.pdf
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Segmentation: The Way Forward 
 

• Sarah Russis, Head of Global Sales at fDi Intelligence Financial Times Ltd 

Download Presentation 

Geographic information system (GIS) for economic development 

Sarah RUSSIS from fDi Intelligence Financial Times showed how her company fosters the use of 

data to promote locations as investment destinations with their tool “GIS: Geographic Innovation 

System – Promoting a location for investments 24/7.” 

This tool started its implementation in the US 20 years ago and has since expanded to many 

regions and countries all over the world. Russis set the example of Bordeaux to provide a live 

demonstration of their tool. An investor can either go through the whole Bordeaux territory 

looking for the information or just check the GIS tool. 

Businesses mapping is key nowadays. It is possible to select the sector the investor wants to 

explore individually. The mapping function helps to understand what is going on in the explored 

area. It helps potential investors to take a decision and directs the information to the right 

investors. 

Russis concluded with the ten “musts” of Economic development Data: 

1. Accurate and updated. 

2. Customised. 

3. Robust. 

4. Relevant. 

5. Interactive and Dynamic. 

6. Granular. 

7. Presented visually. 

8. Easily exported and Shared. 

9. Easily tracked and analysed. 

10. Fully optimised. 

 

• Cosmin Cristal, ADR Nord-Est 

Download Presentation 

The conference concluded with the presentation of Cosmin CRISTAL, from Nord-Est region in 

Romania, regarding their RIS3 strategy and FDI support. ADR Nord-Est is the first RDA in Romania, 

non-governmental, non-profit body. It is a generator of economic and social development in the 

NE region. 

Cristal explained the RIS3 strategy in the NE Region, especially focused in Segmentation and 

innovation support. It does so by ensuring management & coordination using a bottom-up 

approach. It is based on a Q4 partnership and is financed by international and national programs. 

https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_96b1dee518e644cca23483dd19be0335.pdf
https://6562967a-4e53-40f4-b21c-b42528c17ec9.filesusr.com/ugd/53bbed_e85a081920224ba79eb71a1322f5a5d9.pdf
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The priority sectors in N-E Region RIS3 are Agrofood, Biotechnologies, Textile, Energy and 

environment, Healthy living & tourism and ICT. Horizontal priorities in their RIS3 are Innovation 

competences development among newer generations; Innovative companies support in their 

Region; Cluster initiatives, support and internationalisation and Technical assistance. 

He finished his presentation discussing how FDI support is connected with the RIS3 Value Chains 

of the region, and focuses on agri-food, Textiles & new materials, Waste, ICT, Healthy living and 

water & energy. The RDA helps private investments by assisting worldwide entrepreneurs in 

project implementation (one point of contact/assigned project manager); by providing 

consultancy and guidance during all stages of the decisional process; by acting as the main liaison 

between local regional authorities, universities, R&D and Innovation centres and by being the key 

facilitator for European funding in their region. 
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